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Some of the Tools we will Cover
• One Page Profile
• Communication Dictionary
• Transition Book
• AAC devices or other
Communication tools/boards

• Calendar
• Routines
• Social Media
• Video Calling
• Mail/packages
• Social Stories & Songs

One Page Profile –
What is it?
A Person Centered Tool for Individuals, Staff, & Teams

What Is a One Page Profile
• Helen Sanderson and Associates
(http://helensandersonassociates.co.uk)
• Simple – easy to read and share - easy to adapt/update
• can be used across settings and for many purposes
• NOT just for people with disabilities, but a tool to help teams
build strength
• Many samples online

What is the format
• Individualized pages with graphics or pictures that matter to
the person
• Often key questions are asked:
• What do people appreciate about me
• What is important to me
• How can you best support me

Other questions can also be asked based on the situation
specific to the situation/place (how to support me AT SCHOOL/WORK)
What are my favorite …. (for students meeting new classmates and
teachers)

We strongly recommend that you adapt
one for medical professionals, and for
potential new staff/supports in the event
that staff or family members get sick.
Info to be sure to include:
-What I want my Doctor or Health Care Professional to know about me
-How best to support me
-Medical basics
-What’s important to me

They only work if you share them
• Don’t be afraid to create one page profiles specific to a time or place –
we revise the “doctor” one for someone for every specialist she sees.
We have a box for pressing issues that detail her needs for that doctor.
• Share with new team members and have them create one for
themselves so you can all get to know them.
• Share with people at a new job, class, church or anywhere they will be
building relationships. Share your own as well.
• Have the person give their one page profile to others as much as
possible.
• Sometimes it is good to send it ahead so doctors or other professionals
know what works before you get there.

How Can We Get Started?
• Start by creating your own. This will help you through the process and
you can feel how it works.
• Ask others for ideas for your profile. It is amazing how much insight
your co-workers, family and friends can give.
• Decide if it is for general purposes or a specific place/event/situation.
• Remember, this is a living document, so don’t be afraid to hit ”print”.
You can always change things.
• Share yours with other people and get them excited about creating
one for themselves.
• Create one for “Team John” that includes what works for the team as
a whole.

Communication Dictionary
• What it is NOT:
• A list of words we want the person to communicate
• A list of ways / signs / articulation we want the person to work
on (not a list of goals)
• Something we can fill out once and forget about
• Something one person can “make” and distribute

Name:

DOB:

Communication Dictionary
The intent of a communication dictionary is to document the various means and modes of communication used by a person who uses an alternate
mode of communication. Communication partners are encouraged to provide a brief description of the person’ s communicative acts and what they
mean to that person. The person may have multiple meanings. In these cases please include the var ious contexts and their meaning. Finally
describe the suggested response to the communication. (Date your entries)

Communicative Act

Definition

Response

Describe what the person uses as a display,
symbol, gesture, etc.

Provide the variousmeanings.

Suggested response.

Steve’s Communication Dictionary
When Steve:

It may mean:

We should:

Takes your hand and pulls
on you, or grabs your car keys

“I want to go”

Prompt Steve to touch the car
keys then walk with him to the
car

“I want something”

Say “show me”, and follow
him to see what he wants

Sings “Ahh-ahh-ahh”,
Or “eee, eee, eee”, etc.

“I’m happy”, “I’m enjoying this”,
“I’m saying ‘Hi’”

Say “Hey Steve, you sure are
happy” so that community
members understand that Steve
is happy.

If Steve’s in a store or if
he is around other people
who don’t know him, and
startles people with his noises;

Steve is happy and wants to say “Hi”

Say “Steve, you sure are
happy”, or “Hey Steve, are you
saying ‘Hi’?”

Stands up and begins to walk
away or towards something
(He may get up and walk rapidly)

He wants to use the bathroom, get a drink
of water, or do something purposeful (he has
a reason for standing up and moving!)
He may also be attempting to get a twig or
branch to twirl in his hand

Follow him and see where he is
going (his initiating getting up has
a purpose!). Do not simply try to
stop him or tell him to sit down,
as he may have an accident
or need a drink.

Winks or closes his eye (like he is
winking)

The sun may be bothering Steve and/or he
could possibly have a headache

Give Steve hat and sun glasses;
offer tylenol if behavior continues

communication dictionary template
When PERSON

It might mean

We Should

he is processing your question
he fears he will be missing out on what he wants
he is thinking about something enjoyable
he is stressed about something
something is not as expected
a noise is bugging him
he knows he is trying to get away with something
he is not presently interested in the task at hand
he needs less stimuli right now
he is not feeling well
he is tired
he is hungry
he is anxious or needs help
he is confused
he is hot
he is cold
he is scared
something hurts
he is excited
he wants to tell you something, but he doesn't know how to say it
something is broken
he needs help
he needs to move around/pace/walk
he needs a break
he is concerned about something on his schedule
he is not sure what is expected of him
he wants some reassurance
He is bothered by something in the environment

When Dan

It Might Mean

We should

Clears his throat

He has a dry throat

Ask if he needs water

He is trying to start a
conversation

EITHER: ignore him until
he ”uses his words”
OR: acknowledge his
vocalization as
communication and ask
what he needs/wants

He heard this noise and
is imitating it

Say, “Yes, Dan, Scott just
cleared his throat”

He has a sore throat

Ask if his throat hurts

Transition Books
For known transitions as well as sudden transitions

Transition Books are personalized social stories related to an
upcoming transition.
We typically use them for a new teacher, classroom, school or
schedule.
We also use them for an upcoming family move, new baby,
changing bedrooms or a planned vacation.
We create them for adults moving into their own place, when
a sibling is going off to college, or other changes in family life.
They can also be made to describe changes in routines, a new
job, or any other changes that will be taking place.

❖ A typical transition book will answer the
following questions:
What is the current norm?
What change is going to happen &
what will stay the same?
Who knows about this change & how
everyone feels about this.

It’s always good to share why a change
is happening.
For example: Everyone graduates from
Jr. High and goes to High School. It can
be fun, but it is also a little bit scary. Last
year, John moved to High School. Next
year, I get to move to High School, too.

Create specific COVID-19 transition books (in
writing, with pictures, etc., personalized to each
persons learning needs) to help explain the
changes in routines people are experiencing in
their lives, and helping them understand that we
are not the only ones impacted has been
extremely helpful.
Here is a link to a sample:
Dan COVID-19 Transition Book

Now is a good time to look at AAC &
Communication in General
• Talk to SLP, OT, PT and other
• Teach your child how to have
specialists about what you can
Alexa, Siri or Hey Google play
do at home
music or read a story.
• If you have a word or set of
• If the smart home device
words or activity that you do
doesn’t understand them,
regularly as a family, make
program their voice output
sure those words are available
device to say the command.
for your child to practice/learn
• Increased communication will
decrease stress and
“behaviors”

Tracy Whitehorse

I graduated from Reseda High School in 1984 and
have always worked since then. I worked on a
gardening crew, maintenance at an apartment
complex, and at Kenyon Landscaping.

I have always been independent. I had my
own key to my family home as a teenager
and cooked my own meals on the stove.
I now live in my own apartment by myself.
I am lucky to have gotten a Section 8
Housing Voucher 27 years ago. I have lived
in my own place ever since. I love it!
Sometimes people in the community don’t
realize I am smart because I don’t talk a lot.
But I prove them wrong once they get to
know me. I pay my own bills and shop for
myself

For the past 5 years, I’ve done janitorial
work for BriteWorks. They gave me an
award for the quality of my work.

I work at the Japanese
Gardens through BriteWorks

How COVID-19 Pandemic is
impacting our lives:
Restaurants have STOPPED
allowing people to dine or eat
inside, including all the places I
like. They still oﬀer Take-Out and
Drive-Thru
The Governor has mandated that people should
Shelter In Place (stay at home) to slow down the
spread of this virus until it can be cured.
My job at the Japanese Gardens closed. The
Movie Theaters and and many other places also
closed their activities or shortened their hours so
that people don’t get sick from being around each
other. We will find out on April 30th if and when
these places can open back up. Supermarkets are
staying open so people can get food.
Things we can do to help AVOID the virus:
-WASH our hands!
-Keep social distance of 6 feet from others
-Sneeze or cough into your elbow so that you don’t
spread germs.
-Clean counters and door knobs regularly.
-DRINK lots of water.

For SHELTERING IN PLACE, I have my own room at
Scott & Lori’s house in Castaic. David Shepard is
be there too. We will find things to do around the
house, help me learn to use the computer to sign on
to Netflix, send emails, and read the newspaper
online, and go for walks, keeping a 6 foot distance.
I will go with Scott or David to the Castaic 7-11 to
see if they have newspapers that I like. We go
shopping only as needed for food and drink so that I
know I have foods I can prepare when I want them.
I won’t be able to see my family so that we don’t
infect each other. I can email my family on the
computer, or call them using Scott’s or Lori’s phone.
We also try to do activities so we won’t get bored!

What Works for Me:
Show me what to do (don’t talk too much because it
confuses me)
Notice when I do a good job
Write things down so that I understand better
Give me time to process
It bothers me when people say my name too much
Environments without too much noise

Calendars
• Use a large desktop calendar, or a google calendar or whatever
calendar you think will work for your child AND your family. It
doesn’t have to be a traditional calendar. It can be an
underbed shoe storage box if your child is better with tangible
objects than words or photos
• Put changes and routines on the calendar
• “call Grandma” “laundry day” “McDonalds” “change the
sheets”
• Not just the fun stuff and not just the chores
• Use pictures, words, icons/symbols, recordings, objects,
whatever works
• You can cross things off when they are done or not

Routines
Stick to some known routines, but don’t be afraid to create new
ones
(Just put the new ones in the transition book and on the
calendar)

Social Media
Facebook & Instagram
Email
Tic Tok
Ask your kids for more ideas

Video Calling
Chat with friends, relatives, teachers, etc. using video chats so
your child can see the person and vice-versa.
Kids can hold up their art work or a movie to show the other
person.

Mail/Packages
Even though most of the mail WE get is bills and junk, kids really
enjoy getting letters, packages and cards in the mail. Have a
pen-pal or relatives send fun things in the mail. Have your child
send letters, pictures and gifts to relatives and friends as well.

Social Stories & Songs
There are lots of social stories and songs about COVID19 all over
the internet at this time. Take advantage of them.

We hope that these tools will assist you and
your family member (and the doctors and
other professionals who may be supporting
you) to be more comfortable with necessary
interactions in these changing times
Lori Shepard, Scott Shepard, Tracy Whitehorse
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